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The Banach-Steinhaus Theorem, specialized for a Hilbert space, reads as fo1lows.

Theorem. Let H be a Hilbert space, and F a family in H with the property that
for every g

E

H there is an M(g) such that

there exists M such that II f II

~

M for all f

I (g,f) I
E

~ M(g) for all f E F. Then

F.

Even in the Banach space case there are two kinds of proofs. The most elementary of these, sometimes called the gliding hump method, uses the completeness of the space directly. The other method exploits this fact via the Baire
Category Theorem, and is therefore more generally applicable.
The basic idea of the gliding hump method is that the theorem in our
setting is trivial for an orthogonal family. On the assumption that the assertion of the theorem

1S

not true, one constructs a large enough subfamily

of F which is "nearly orthogonal", and then imitates the proof for the orthogonal case. In the version presented below, we construct instead an orthogonal family which is near enough to a subfamily of F to yield a contra-
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diction. This results in a slight reduction of the computation compared to
other proofs, cf. [1, Ch. XI, Problem 4J, [2, Solution 20J, [3J.
First we prove the special case that H has finite dimension, k say.

k

I

for every f E F •

n=l

Proof of the general case. Suppose no such M exists. Construct sequences
(f)
n n and (h)
n n as follows. Let f)

=

hI be any non zero member of F, and

proceed by induction. Assume that the f' t h. with j < k have been chosen.
J

Let Lk be the linear space of the h j with j

= f'

f

+ f" where ff

sup I (gt f")

.L ~,

I ::

<

k. For every f E F, write

f" ELk' Since

sup I (g,f)

f

J

I

<

00

for every g

E ~

,

f

the finite dimensional case of the theorem gives supll f" II

< "".

Since

f

supll fll

= "",

there exists fk E F such that II fk II

f

hk = fk,' then II hk II

> (J -

k -2)11 fk II

>

k and II fk II

<

-2

k

II fk II. Put
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Now note that (h) is an orthogonal family, and put g = L
n n
k=1
Then

which tends to infinity with k. Since (fk)k is a subfamily of F, this is

i~

possible.
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